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Abstract
We present an interactive motion planning algorithm to compute
plausible trajectories for high-DOF human-like characters. Given
a discrete sequence of contact configurations, we use a threephase optimization approach to ensure that the resulting trajectory is collision-free, smooth, and satisfies dynamic balancing constraints. Our approach can directly compute dynamically balanced
and natural-looking motions at interactive frame rates and is considerably faster than prior methods. We highlight its performance
on complex human motion benchmarks corresponding to walking,
climbing, crawling, and crouching, where the discrete configurations are generated from a kinematic planner or extracted from motion capture datasets.
Keywords: motion planning, dynamic balance, plausible motion
Concepts: •Computing methodologies → Simulation by animation; Physical simulation; Motion processing; Motion capture;
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Introduction

Automatically synthesizing plausible motion animations for human
like characters is one of the major challenges in computer graphics, in fields such as computer games, virtual reality, and computer animation. Furthermore, this problem is also important in
robotics for humanoid motion planning and biomechanics. Some
of the widely used approaches to generate natural looking motion
use pre-recorded recorded data such as motion capture (MoCap)
clips [Arikan and Forsyth 2002; Kovar et al. 2002; Treuille et al.
2007; Seol et al. 2013]. The MoCap database stores a set of motion data, which includes trajectories of joints or captured sensor
locations based on the body. Each motion data set corresponds to
an individual human who performs different actions (e.g. walking,
running). The motions of the same action may also differ for different individuals.
One of the challenges is generating smooth and natural looking motions for different human actions. This involves using some discrete
human poses in the MoCap data and generating continuous motion.
A key issue is to ensure that the resulting motion or trajectory is
dynamically stable or balanced and is natural-looking. Some of
the simplest algorithms are based on procedural methods, but the
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Figure 1: We can compute the dynamically-balanced and natural
looking trajectories for this 58 DOF human-model at interactive
rates. The discrete end poses were generated using a Mocap dataset
and we compute a continuous trajectory using our high DOF optimization algorithm.

resulting motion may not look natural [Geijtenbeek and Pronost
2012; Al Borno et al. 2014; Hämäläinen et al. 2015]. Other algorithms are based on the use of motion planning algorithms [Yamane
et al. 2004]. In many cases, additional constraints include dealing
with cluttered environments or maintaining contacts with the environment, e.g. a climbing wall or the human motion within a car.
This problem of generating dynamically balanced trajectories has
also been studied in robotics and many solutions have been proposed based on optimization-based planning [Mordatch et al. 2012;
Al Borno et al. 2013; Park and Manocha 2014; Wampler et al.
2014] or tree-based search [Bouyarmane and Kheddar 2011; Escande et al. 2013]. However, the complexity and running time of
such algorithms can be high, especially as we consider multiple
constraints, and resulting motions may not look plausible or are
fast enough for interactive applications.
Instead of computing solutions that can simultaneously satisfy all
of the constraints using a single framework, some approaches in
robotics find the solutions using multiple steps, each taking into
account different constraints. Our work is motivated by one such
approach, contacts-before-motion planning [Kuffner et al. 2002;
Escande et al. 2013]. The underlying planning algorithms first
compute a feasible sequence of discrete contact configurations or
stances from the initial position to the goal position. In the second step, a continuous trajectory is computed that interpolates those
contact configurations and satisfies other constraints. In this paper,
we mainly address the second step of continuous trajectory computation that simultaneously satisfies dynamic stability and naturallooking constraints [Khatib et al. 2004], in addition to generating
collision-free motion in cluttered scenes.
Main Results: We present a novel trajectory optimization algorithm that uses decoupled planning to compute continuous trajectories from discrete contact configurations which are collisionfree, dynamically balanced, and natural-looking. Our approach is

based on high-dimensional trajectory optimization techniques that
take into account many constraints. In order to handle the highdimension of the configuration space and various constraints, our
solution proceeds in three phases. We compute an initial trajectory
from the discrete configurations that tends to minimize jerk motion.
Secondly, we compute a collision-free trajectory using a parallel
optimization algorithm with reduced DOFs. Finally, we perform a
full DOF optimization that takes into account balancing and plausibility constraints. The dynamic balancing constraints are based on
the equilibrium of forces and torques acting on the character body
and can handle uneven terrains. We use energy-based formulation
to generate plausible motion that minimizes jerk and erratic motion.
We also parallelize the optimization algorithm on multiple cores to
achieve interactive performance.

which maintain the equilibrium among the internal and external
forces exerted on the character: inertia, Coriolis, gravity, and
contact-reaction forces. The balancing constraints are handled in
the trajectory optimization [Mordatch et al. 2012; Posa and Tedrake
2013] or sampling-based search [Hämäläinen et al. 2015].

This three-phase algorithm enables us to compute continuous trajectories for high DOF human-like characters in complex environments corresponding to these human motions: climbing, crawling,
and crouching. We have applied our approach to discrete configurations computed by a kinematic planner [Tonneau et al. 2015] and
to poses extracted from motion capture datasets [Kovar et al. 2002]
to compute motions with different interactions, including holding
or pushing objects. As compared to prior methods, our algorithm
offers two benefits:

2.2

• Our formulation is efficient and can perform trajectory planning on human-like characters with 34 or 58 DOF at interactive frame rates. It is significantly faster than prior methods
that can handle contacts and balancing constraints using integrated approach.
• Our algorithm can directly compute dynamically balanced
motion. In contrast, prior methods first compute a kinematicstable trajectory, and refine it to compute a balanced trajectory
in terms of quasi static balance.
Overall, our approach can be regarded as a hybrid combination of
physics-based and data-driven approaches, which can be applied
to Mocap data or the output of path planner. It can maintain the
natural-looking characteristic and the style of the initial motion,
while adapting to new characters or environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we give a
brief survey of prior work. We present an overview of our trajectory planning algorithm in Sec. 3. We describe the details of the
trajectory optimization in Sec. 4. Finally, we demonstrate our algorithm’s performance in different application scenarios in Sec. 5 and
analyse the results in Sec. 6.

2

Related Work

In this section, we give a brief overview of prior work in motion
trajectory computation for dynamically balanced and plausible motions.

2.1

Physics-Based Motion Simulation

Many approaches use physics-based simulation techniques to synthesize physically plausible motion for different tasks [Wooten and
Hodgins 2000; Seipel and Holmes 2005]. Such approaches can
compute the motion trajectories for locomotion tasks such as walking or running using simplified physics constraints [Kajita et al.
2001; Kuo et al. 2005]. However, those simplified constraints (e.g.
inverted pendulum for cyclic walking) are usually not applicable to
new tasks, or require expertized new task specification.
For the general full-body motion computation, the balancing constraints are typically formulated using the equations of motion,

There is active research in other fields including robotics, biomechanics and neuroscience on characterizing plausible human
motion [Mordatch et al. 2013]. In many ways, the notion of defining a plausible motion is subject to discussion. Our work is motivated by prior approaches that use energy efficient formulations
for the motion synthesis [Tan et al. 2011]. In the remainder of this
paper, we will refer to plausible motions as motions minimizing the
energy criteria.

Data-Driven Motion Synthesis

There has been a lot of work to generate natural-looking motions [Kovar et al. 2002; Safonova et al. 2004; Ren et al. 2005].
Most of these methods are data-driven, which use Mocap (motion
capture) human data to generate plausible motions. The idea of using pre-generated motions (i.e. with Mocap) has also been used for
motion planning of humanoid robots, including predefined motion
primitives [Liu et al. 2015] or blending of motion capture data [Pan
et al. 2010]. Such approaches can compute natural-looking or stylized motions with relatively low computational costs [Ma et al.
2010], but have limitations in adapting to the new characters or environments that do not exist in the motion database.

2.3

Trajectory Optimization

Many motion computation techniques based on trajectory optimization have been proposed in the literature [Geijtenbeek and Pronost
2012]. Witkin and Kass [1988] proposed a space-time optimization framework to compute motion trajectories with user defined
constraints and objectives. Some approaches directly integrate balancing constraints with contact planning into the optimization constraints. [Mordatch et al. 2012]. However, directly solving the optimization problem with both balancing and contact constraints can
be challenging due to the high-dimensionality and many local minima, and therefore can take a long time or cannot find a feasible
solution. In order to alleviate the problem, some approaches use
Mocap data to constrain the search space [Liu et al. 2005].
For applications that require real-time or interactive performance,
techniques based on decoupled planners have been used. In the
applications where the motion and the contacts are restricted to planar ground, the zero moment point (ZMP) [Dalibard et al. 2013]
can be used to efficiently satisfy the balancing constraint. These
methods compute a ZMP trajectory on the ground, and generate the
motion of the entire character based on ZMP constraints. Another
commonly used strategy is to first compute a kinematic-stable trajectory and refine it into a dynamically feasible trajectory [Kuffner
et al. 2002]. However, these approaches tend to be more constrained
and may not work well in complex scenarios.

3

Trajectory Planning

In this section, we first introduce the notation used in the paper and
give an overview of our approach.

3.1

Notation and Assumptions

Although our approach can be used for any high-DOF and articulated characters, our goal is to compute trajectories for high DOF
human-like characters that are dynamically balanced and natural
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(a) A high-DOF human-like character used in our benchmarks.

(b) Contact points (red) and contact forces (green) on a foot.

Figure 2: The character makes contact with the environment using
the two feet. Contact forces fj , ..., fJ are optimized to ensure that
the forces acting on the body are in equilibrium.
looking as shown in Fig. 2(a). These high-DOF characters are represented using kinematic chains between the root and multiple free
end-effectors.
We denote a character configuration of a single pose as a vector
q, which consists of the 6-DOF root and joint values. We define a
motion trajectory, which is a function of time, as q(t). We represent q(t) using a matrix Q = [q(t1 )q(t1 ), ..., q(tl )], which corresponds to the l configurations at the discretized keyframes with
a fixed interval ∆k . Many Mocap data formats are based on this
configuration matrix representation, with an interval that is small
enough to represent the originally continuous motion (e.g. ∆k <
1/24s). Similarly, the corresponding velocities are represented using a matrix Q̇. The trajectory value q(t) for ti < t < ti+1 is
evaluated using a cubic interpolation function from q(ti ), q̇(ti ),
q(ti+1 ), and q̇(ti+1 ). The input of our planner is a sequence of
discrete contact configurations p1 , ..., pn . Each input configuration is assumed to be feasible, to be balanced, and to have valid
contacts with the objects in the environment (e.g. the ground).
We assume the character used in the planning has predefined endeffectors, ei , which can make contacts with the environment (e.g.
feet and hands for human-like characters). We assume that the
contacts with the environment objects occur only with these endeffectors. The contact region of ei is assumed to be planar, and
represented by contact points cji , which can exert contact forces fij
on the character (as shown by dots in red in Fig. 2(b)). We define
an end-effector ei is in-contact or has an active contact if one of
contact forces fij is non-zero.
Our goal is to compute a continuous trajectory Q∗ (t) for the
human-like character that is collision-free, dynamically balanced,
and plausible. At the same time, it satisfies constraints corresponding to the joint positions, velocity, and acceleration limits (i.e. kinematic and dynamic constraints) of the character.

3.2

Multi-Step Trajectory Optimization

The input configuration sequences can be generated from MoCap
data or many known path planning algorithms. The specific algorithm used in our work will be described in Sec. 5. Given the n
input configurations, p1 , ..., pn , we generate an initial trajectory Q
that is used by our multi-stage optimization algorithm.
In the n input configurations, we also compute whether each contact point is in-contact. In order to compute the stability constraints,
we compute the initial contact forces of the active contacts that satisfy the static stability constraint, and interpolate the force values
along the trajectory.
Although the n input configurations, generated using path planning or captured using Mocap data, may be feasible in terms of
collision-free, stability and plausibility constraints, the interpolated
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Figure 3: We highlight different components of our multi-step trajectory optimization planner. The input configurations p1 , ..., pn
are interpolated to generate the initial trajectory Q = q1 , ..., ql . A
parallel optimization is used to compute a collision-free trajectory,
and the subsequent step optimizes it with all constraints, including
balancing and plausible motion.
additional m(n − 1) configurations may violate some of these constraints. As a result, we use a trajectory optimization approach
to compute a feasible trajectory. Furthermore, as the constraints
have different characteristics, we optimize the trajectory in multiple stages, where each phase deals with different constraints.
In the first optimization phase, we compute a collision-free continuous trajectory from the initial trajectory if it is not collision-free.
Since the collision-free space is discontinuous and has many local
minima, a global search in the configuration space is required to
compute a collision-free solution. We use a parallel optimization
algorithm with different random seeds that tries to compute multiple trajectories to avoid being stuck in local optima. In order to
constrain the search space, we only optimize the joint values on the
kinematic chains between the root of the model representation and
free end-effectors that do not have an active contact. This phase allows quick computation of the collision-free trajectory that is close
to the initial trajectory.
In the next optimization phase, we optimize the joint values along
with contact forces of the entire trajectory by taking into account
dynamic balance and plausibility constraints. Our dynamic stability constraints are based on the equilibrium of the wrenches, forces
and torques, acting on the character. We compute the sum of the
external forces, including gravity force, reaction force, etc., and the
internal forces, including joint forces, inertial force, etc., and the
resulting torques that are exerted on the character. The plausibility
constraints tend to minimize the joint torques to prevent jerky or unnecessary motions. These constraints have coupling effects among
them (such as minimizing torques and adding contact forces for the
balancing affect each other), but a feasible solution is computed using local optimization. The details of the constraints are discussed
in Sec. 4.

4

Multi-Stage Trajectory Optimization

In this section, we present the details of our planning algorithm
that computes feasible trajectories from discrete configurations. We
first present the generation of the initial trajectory from the input
configurations. Next, we describe a multiple-phase optimization to
compute collision-free, balanced and natural-looking trajectories.

4.1

Initial Trajectory Generation

Our planner uses a sequence of discrete configurations p1 , ..., pn
as an input. Given this input, we generate a trajectory that is used
as an input for multi-phase optimization. The initial trajectory
Q is represented using keyframe configurations q1 , ..., ql , where
l = (nm + n − m) as we add m configurations between each
pair of adjacent input configurations. We initialize q̇i = 0 for
the keyframes that correspond to one of the input configurations.
The internal keyframes are computed using a minimum jerk trajectory computation algorithm, which is a commonly used model

in neuromuscular studies for smooth human trajectories [Flash and
Hogan 1985]. Each interpolated trajectory corresponds for pi and
pi+1 is initialized using the quintic curve {f (t)|0 ≤ t ≤ 1}, where
f (0) = pi , f (1) = pi+1 , and ḟ (0) = ḟ (1) = f̈ (0) = f̈ (1) = 0.

defined in Sec. 3.1. With these parameters, the optimization variables for a keyframe i are defined as follows:
h
i
xi = qi , q̇i , fi , ḟi .
(3)

4.2

The objective function of this optimization is given as
X
min
C(xt ),

Collision-Free Planning of Reduced-DOF Motions

Although the input configurations are collision-free, the interpolated trajectory Q may have collisions with the objects in the environment or self-collisions between different links. In the first planning step, we compute a collision-free trajectory using trajectory
optimization. Instead of optimizing the entire DOF of the character,
we compute solutions using a reduced DOF for efficiency reasons.
For a trajectory segment [qkj , ..., q(k+1)j ] that is generated by the
interpolation of pj and p(j+1) , some end-effectors may have active contacts that exert contact forces on the human-like figure, and
their positions are not changed in [qkj , ..., q(k+1)j ]. Most collisions tend to occur for floating end-effectors that do not have active
contacts. Therefore, we only optimize the joint positions that lie on
the kinematic chains of end-effectors that have inactive contacts.
We formulate the objective function for this computation as
Q∗ = arg min
Q

X
(Ccol (qt ) + wkq̈t k2 ),

(1)

t

where qt corresponds to the interpolated configurations from trajectory keyframes Q and w is the weight for the trajectory smoothness cost that is used to avoid jerky motions.
Ccol (qt ) corresponds to the constraint cost function for collisions
in our optimization formulation. It is computed using the mesh
objects BV (qt ) that represent the character body, where BV (qt )
corresponds to the BV located at configuration qt , and the set W
of the mesh objects in the environment. Ccol (qt ) has to be 0 in
order to avoid collisions with the objects in the environment or selfcollisions for the character. We formulate this constraint as:
X
Ccol (qt ) =
P D(BV (qt ), E)2

x1 ,...,xl

where C(xi ) represents the cost function for the parameter xi at
time t. This cost function is decomposed as:
f (xi ) = Ccol (qi ) + Cds (xi ) + Cpla (xi ),

+

P D(BVi (qt ), BVj (qt ))2 ,

4.3.1

where P D(O1 , O2 ) is the penetration depth between mesh objects
O1 and O2 , which refers to the extent of inter-penetration between
two overlapping objects. If the objects don’t overlap or just touch,
their penetration depth is zero.
In order to compute collision-free solutions using the constraint
function Ccol (qt ), simple local optimization methods may not
work well and can get stuck in local minima. Instead, we use a
parallel stochastic optimization algorithm that computes multiple
trajectories [Park et al. 2012] to improve the performance and the
probability of finding the global minima.

4.3

Collision-free Constraint

We use the same collision constraint function Ccol (qi ) defined
above. The goal is to ensure that the configurations generated during this optimization phase are still collision-free.
4.3.2

Dynamically Balanced Constraint

The stability constraints can be evaluated using the Newton-Euler
equation [Trinkle et al. 1997], based on external forces (gravity
force, reaction force, etc.) and internal forces (joint forces, inertial force, etc.) that are exerted on the body. A pose is dynamically balanced if all the exerting forces and torques result in an
equilibrium. The reaction forces can exist only if the corresponding end-effector makes an active contact. As shown in Fig.2(b),
an end-effector contact is approximated by multiple contacts in a
plane, and each contact exerts its own contact force. Therefore the
stability cost function Cds (xi ) is formulated as follows:
Cds (xi ) = k

(2)

BVi ,BVj ∈A
BVi 6=BVj

J
X

While the optimization for collision-free planning only requires the
configuration q, the optimization of our second phase requires additional parameters, fi , which corresponds to the contact forces, as

wc (xi ) + wg (qi ) + wi (qi )k2 ,

(6)

where J is the total number of contact points, wc (xi ) is the contact
wrench for xi , and wg (qi ) and wi (qi ) correspond to the gravity
and inertia wrenches for a configuration qi , respectively. wc (xi ) is
set to 0 for non-active contacts.
4.3.3

Plausible Motion Constraint

As we discussed in Sec. 2.1, we use the torque minimization [Lo
et al. 2002] constraint to compute the plausible motions. In particular, we use the inverse dynamics to compute the joint torque for
the configuration qt and the contact forces ft , and formulate the
constraint cost as the squared sum:
X
Cpla (xi ) =
w(j) · kτj (xt )k2 ,
(7)
j

Full-DOF Optimization with Constraints

In the next step of our planner, we use constrained optimization to
optimize the trajectory Q with cost functions that correspond to all
constraints required for the feasible solution. These include constraints corresponding to collision-free motion, dynamic stability,
and plausibility.

(5)

where Ccol (qi ), Cds (xi ), Cpla (xi ) represent the costs for the
collision-free constraint, dynamic stability constraint, and plausible motion constraint, respectively.

BV ∈A
E∈W

X

(4)

t

where τj (xt ) is the joint torque of the j-th joint.

4.4

Parallelization

We solve the non-linear optimization problem corresponding to (4)
using the L-BFGS [Nocedal 1980] algorithm, which is a quasiNewton method with an approximated Hessian. We compute numerical derivatives with box constraints of the variables that correspond to the joint position and velocity limits. The optimization

problem in (4) has l × (length(qi ) + length(fi )) × 2 parameters,
where the lengths of qi and fi corresponds to the number of joints,
and 3× of the number of body contact points.

Planning Performance for
Parallel Optimization
Planning Time (sec / frame)

4.000

Because some of the constraints in the optimization formulation
(e.g. collision-free constraints) do not have analytical derivatives,
we approximate using numerical derivatives. Numerical derivative
evaluation can be compute-intensive, as it requires 2×(number of
optimization parameters) cost evaluations. We improve the runtime
performance by: (1) using parallel computation using multi-core
CPU threads; (2) reducing redundant computations; and (3) load
balancing by rearranging the evaluation order.
As described in Sec. 3, our trajectory is represented as a set of piecewise cubic curves. Therefore, a change in a keyframe only impacts
a local region with (2m + 1) parameters. It reduces the required
evaluations for the numerical derivatives. The optimization parameters consist of 4 different vectors, but not all parameters affect all
the constraints. For example, the collision-free constraint only depends on the joint configuration q. When we change other vectors,
v and v̇, collision checking is not required. Note that q̇ only affects the poses for the interpolated frames. Furthermore, we also
observe performance speed up from reordering the parameter evaluation. Since collision checking dominates the computation time in
complex environments, we rearrange the order of parameter evaluation to ensure that the cost of collision evaluation is almost equal
within each thread. As shown in Sec. 5, our parallel implementation
achieves almost linear speedup in terms of the number of threads.

5

Results

In this section, we highlight the performance of our algorithm on
different benchmarks. Our motion planner enables us to compute
dynamically balanced and plausible motion for different characters.
The accompanying video highlights the motions computed by our
algorithm. In order to evaluate our approach, we used discrete input
configurations generated using two different sources, a collisionfree path planning algorithm and sampled poses from MoCap data.
Table 1 presents the complexity of the benchmarks and the performance of our planning results.

5.1

Kinematic-Stable Pose Sequences

The input pose sequences for the first benchmark set are computed
using a reachability-based PRM (RB-PRM) [Tonneau et al. 2015].
RB-PRM computes acyclic balanced discrete poses using a random
sampling to search in a low dimensional subset of the entire configuration space, which is chosen such that the character is close
enough to the environment and maintains a contact with the environment.
The human-like character used in the experiments has 34 DOFs,
which are decomposed as 6 root DOFs and has 7 DOFs for each
limb. We evaluate the performance of our planner on three benchmark scenarios, where the input discrete pose sequences are computed using RB-PRM. The complete trajectories generated by our
algorithm are shown in the video.
Climbing Blocks: The input configuration is climbing on a wall
using several blocks on the wall. We compute the trajectory with
the collision, balancing, and plausibility constraints. Fig. 6(a) highlights the initial interpolated trajectory, the collision-free trajectory
after the first optimization, the final trajectory with dynamic balancing and the plausible motion constraints, respectively.
Crawling on Obstacles: The character goes from a standing to
a crouching position to pass under an obstacle (i.e. collision-free
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Figure 4: The planning performance of our parallel optimization.
We present the planning time per frame for Climbing benchmark
with a different number of threads. The results show the planning
time decreases near-linearly with the number of threads.
motion). The space between the obstacle and the ground is narrow, which makes it difficult to find a collision-free trajectory (see
Fig.6(b)). Many prior methods would not work well in such environments.
Escaping from a Truck: The character crawls through the front
window of a truck (see Fig.6(c)). We demonstrate the trajectory
computed by our multi-phase optimization approach.

5.2

MoCap Datasets

Our second set of benchmarks use sampled pose sequences from
MoCap data. We extract only two configurations for walking and
pushing motions from motion capture data for the model, which
have contacts with both feet. The computed walking and pushing motion for the human-model are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b),
which are similar to the original MoCap data. In order to validate
the dynamic balancing and the plausibility constraints of our approach, we computed the continuous trajectories from the poses for
the character with a different mass. As we add more mass to the
right arm by adding a suitcase or a heavy iron beam (Fig. 7(c)), the
walking motion lowers the right arm down more or produces bigger upperbody movements, respectively. The complete trajectories
generated by our algorithm are shown in the video.

6

Analysis

In this section, we first analyze the performance of the benchmark
results, and discuss the limitation of the proposed approach. Next,
we compare our approach with related approaches.

6.1

Scalability with Parallel Optimization

We execute our planner with different numbers of threads and highlight the benefits of parallelization in Fig. 4. We present the average trajectory planning time per frame for Climbing benchmark
with different numbers of threads. The graph shows that the planning time decreases near-linearly with the number of threads. It
also demonstrates the planning time for each phase. Phase 1 (initial
trajectory generation) takes a relatively small fraction of the frame
time. However, the computation time for phase 2 (collision-free
planning) and phase 3 (trajectory optimization) are reduced, as the
number of threads increases.

Climbing Blocks
Escaping from a Truck
Crawling on Obstacles
Walking
Iron Beam
Pushing

Data
Source
RB-PRM
RB-PRM
RB-PRM
MoCap Data
MoCap Data
MoCap Data

# of
joints
34
34
34
58
58
58

# of discrete
poses
16
12
20
2
2
2

# of frames
481
353
609
64
64
64

Average trajectory
planning time / frame
0.308 sec
.289 sec
0.459 sec
0.413 sec
0.532 sec
0.471 sec

Table 1: Model complexity and the performance of trajectory planning: We highlight the complexity of each benchmark in terms of number
of joints, the number of input discrete poses, and the number of frames that is governed by the length of the motion. We compute the average
trajectory planning time per frame for each benchmark on a multi-core PC.
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Figure 5: The timing breakdown between different components for
our benchmarks.

6.2

Performance Analysis

In Fig. 5, we highlight the timing breakdown of the total trajectory planning time for three benchmarks. The result demonstrates
that collision-checking dominates the collision-free planning within
phase 2. Phase 3 computes a dynamically balanced and plausible trajectory, while maintaining the collision-free constraint. In
phase 3, only in Crawling benchmark, the collision checking takes
more than half of the total time. Crawling benchmark has a narrow
passage, which makes collision-free path finding harder. However,
Climbing and Truck benchmarks have more free or open space for
the character to move its limbs to avoid collisions.

6.3

Limitations

Our motion optimization algorithm has a few limitations. We
choose the jerk minimization criteria in our approach, as described
in Sec. 4.1. This criteria sets the velocities and accelerations of the
keyframes to be zeros for the initial trajectory computation. This
formulation works well for poses where the limbs are in contact
with obstacles during the keyframes (e.g. climbing blocks benchmark). For other cases, e.g. the arm positions in the MoCap-based
walking benchmarks, the floating end-effectors of the limbs with
zero velocities and accelerations may not appear natural. As a result, we need better formulation of constraints that can result in
plausible motion, including (Eq.(7)) that is formulated as torque
minimization.
In Section 3.1, we assume that contact regions between the endeffectors and the obstacles are planar, which allows efficient contact force computation. However, some of the input poses used
in our benchmarks have non-planar contacts. The computed poses
from the RB-PRM specify the contacts between the limbs and the

objects as single points, and the poses from MoCap data have nonplanar contact surfaces, which can arise from deformation of hands
and feet. We use inverse kinematics (IK) to preprocess the active
contacts from input poses so that the resulting contacts with the obstales are planar, but this may violate the balancing constraint.
The trajectory optimization algorithm uses box constraints for the
joint position and velocity limits, but the maximum torques of the
joints are not constrained in the computed trajectory. Therefore,
the computed motions make no assumption about the strength of
human arms. For example, in the Walking benchmark with suitcases, the right arm is lowered till the suitcase does not collide with
the right leg, but still maintains the balance. Adding torque limits
can improve the naturalness of the motions with a trade-off in the
planning performance.

6.4

Comparisons with Related Approaches

Computing human-like motion using trajectory optimization can be
time consuming, even with relaxed dynamics constraints [Mordatch
et al. 2012]. Data-driven motion synthesis approaches use precomputation of MoCap data to compute physics-based motion [Liu
et al. 2005] or a variety of motions [Ma et al. 2010] that have the
same style as the input motion. This can take long computation
time or has limited motion applicability (e.g. only applicable for
walking or running motions). Furthermore, these approaches only
consider ground contacts, and collision-free geometric constraints,
which can be expensive to compute, are not taken into account.
MoCap-based humanoid robot planning methods [Pan et al. 2010;
Liu et al. 2015] focus on computing collision-free and balanced motions for human-like robots or characters that tends to look natural.
However, they use a manual setup of contact poses, which can be
limiting. In contrast to these approaches, our approach can compute
plausible human-like motions that can adapt to e new characters or
environments at interactive rates, and does not have a large precomputation overhead.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

We present a novel motion planning algorithm that computes dynamically balanced and stable trajectories for discrete contact configurations. We use a multi-phased optimization strategy based on
a decoupled planner and are able to compute collision-free trajectories that satisfy all these constraints. As compared to prior methods,
our approach is much faster and the resulting motion trajectories
are dynamically balanced as opposed to quasi static motions. We
highlight the performance on complex human motion benchmarks
corresponding to walking, climbing, crawling, and crouching. Furthermore, we parallelize the performance to obtain interactive performance.
As we discussed in Sec. 6.3, our approach has some limitations

Figure 6: The computed trajectories for the (a) Climbing, (b) Crawling and (c) Truck benchmarks.

Figure 7: The computed trajectories for the (a) Walking, (b) Pushing and (c) Holding benchmarks.

in terms of the naturalness of the computed motions. While the
decoupled planner approach is faster, it searches for the solution in a
more constrained space. The use of parallel trajectory optimization
increases the chances of a global solution, but it can still get stuck in
local minima. In terms of future work, we would like to overcome
these limitations. We would also like to evaluate the performance
of our algorithm for other human motions and actions.
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